Low carbon green energy
regenerative development
Equity Investment Proposition

What we do
A market opportunity has been identified for the generation of energy
from newly constructed traditional-styled, Windmills with innovated
rotor designs, with a particular market focus on:
Making wind powered renewable energy generation available in sensitive locations, including appropriate sites in protected landscapes by creating an option
that is consistent with landscape & built environment protection policies, rather
than challenging or being in conflict with them.
Invigorating a market for a design classic, with iconic value to act as a catalyst
for eco-tourism and visitor projects, and zero carbon housing and commercial
development projects, with high brand value for clients and investors.
Developing a business with an R&D stream that will generate incremental
design improvements to increase performance and returns over time.
Offering a long-life technology and structure that will provide long-term energy
security for landowners and energy users, in terms of supply and affordability.
Uniquely offering potential for use of the structure of a Heritage Windmill ™ as
a usable building e.g. space for: educational / visitor centre; tourism or residential accommodation; other renewable energy generation or smartgrid / energy
storage technologies.
Working with battery technology suppliers and solar developers from the outset
to provide energy balancing solutions to the market, particularly in sensitive
locations, including adding Heritage Windmills™ to existing or new solar farms.

An initial technical study has confirmed that the Heritage Wind™ concept is an
investment and commercialisation proposition, with potential to develop an
R&D stream.
Heritage Wind™ Ltd will build, test and commercialise improved designs for
traditionally styled Windmills by refining advanced rotor designs suited to these
structures, utilising these Windmills for renewable energy generation, with minimised
embodied energy and carbon impacts in manufacture and construction.
An initial prototype will be built and tested with a 16 metre rotor diameter to
conform to the maximum diameter within the existing small wind turbine certification
standard (IEC 61400-2 edition 3). In a second phase of R&D larger rotors will be
developed, up to a scale of around 25 metre diameter.
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The proposition objective is to secure investment:
a Construct a full scale prototype at a dedicated Heritage Wind™ R&D site,
securing IPR as appropriate at key points on the development pathway.
b

c

To secure project investment for: i. To enable the business to research, design & develop of the first prototype
Heritage Windmill™
ii. Subsequent iterations of the prototype model; and
iii. An early pipeline of post prototype, market ready
Heritage Windmills™
To facilitate further development pathways
towards improved Heritage Windmill™
models, and effective combinations
with other smartgrid and renewable
energy technologies.

d To establish the Heritage Wind™
business, IP and brand as a
pioneering regenerative
business in a niche market.

What’s the market?
With its foundations in the renewable energy market, the market for
Heritage Windmills cuts across several markets:
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The renewable energy and cleantech markets:
2015 global investment in renewables was at its highest, despite a crash in oil
prices – wind sector investment was $107bn, with 9% growth; There is rising interest
in battery storage as an adjunct to solar and wind projects … In 2015, some 250MW
of utility- scale electricity storage were installed worldwide, up from 160MW in 2014.
(Global trends in energy investment 2016, UNEP);
the UK renewables market has weakened, but remains healthy;
The property asset market: Heritage Windmills™ will create a unique niche in the
renewables sector, in that they will provide a building asset as well as a
renewable energy asset;

What’s the ideal location for Heritage Windmills?
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Appropriate sites within UK protected landscapes (National Parks & AONB’s)
Privately owned rural sites.
Eco-tourism, and visitor education locations.
Sites linked to sustainable housing developments.
Publically owned land for JV renewable energy projects.
Low carbon business and research facilities.

Other UK locations:
Urban edge areas, coastal towns and rural towns and villages.
Existing and new solar farms, to create smartgrid renewable energy hubs.
Eco tourism locations, visitor locations and environmental education projects.
Sites linked to rural zero carbon housing and commercial developments.
Transition Towns (203 official Transition communities in the UK estimated).

Sites across Europe similar to the above e.g. Netherlands, Spain.

The agricultural land investment market: Heritage Windmills™ will help provide
an additional income stream and additional assets to the agricultural sector:

For the rural land owner/investor, a Heritage Windmill™ will create an additional
revenue stream and aid progress toward farm diversification - helping
agricultural businesses to maintain a key role in the rural economy’.

“Farmland is a long-term investment and the fundamental factors supporting UK
farmland value growth remain ...” Market Survey: UK agricultural land, Savills, 2016;

Customer/Client drivers: Business assurance, energy security, income
generation, rural diversification, enhanced asset value
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Heritage Windmills™ create a unique niche in the renewables, property and
agricultural land markets, in that they are targeted at providing an attractive
solution in sensitive locations where other renewable energy technologies are
either less attractive or simply not appropriate.
In addition, they can be both stand-alone solutions, and solutions that either
combine with solar and energy storage, or that form a component of
low-or-zero carbon tourism, housing or commercial developments.
We estimate the market for Heritage Windmills™ over the next 20 years to be as
follows:
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UK market – at least 1000 units / £250+million / 50+MW capacity
Export market – at least 1000 units / £250+million / 50+MW capacity

Supporting rural development and regeneration:

Support

Deliver

Support

Rural Regeneration

Economic Growth

Rural Tourism

Establishing and growing the Heritage Wind™ business will support key objectives
embedded in rural growth and regeneration strategies (i.e. LEP strategies):
business growth; low carbon economy; supporting rural supply chains, skills
and employment; strengthening community assets and rural infrastructure.

What’s the plan?

Heritage Wind™ Ltd business activities are specifically focused on the
development and sale & lease of next generation Windmill/turbine projects.
The business will:
a) Develop a 3 to 5 year programme of R&D to develop and refine Heritage
Windmill™ rotors (aerodynamic design, size, control systems), structures and build
systems, generation technology, and integration with other renewable energy
generation, storage and smartgrid technologies;
b) Sell Heritage Windmills™ and related project management, planning and
finance services, and develop joint-venture structures and partnerships, to
develop a significant pipeline of sales; i.e. by year 3 an order book for 20+ Heritage
Windmills™ at least £5mn value.
c) Own Heritage Windmills™ and retain energy generation income; i.e. owning
at least 10 of its own Heritage Windmills by year 5, with an asset value at least
£2.5mn and annual income stream at least £550,000.
d) Develop a range of commercial partnership opportunities, including Heritage
Windmills™ within eco-tourism, eco-enterprise and zero carbon housing
developments.
Heritage Wind™ Ltd will operate as a business selling both products and services,
including the following three options:

SITE
FOR LEASE

Option 1
Sale of one or more
Heritage Windmills™ to a
landowner / client, who
would own the asset
and energy generation.

Option2
Heritage Wind™ and the landowner
/ client partner in ownership of the
Heritage Windmill ™ and energy
generation.

Option3
Heritage Wind™ own
the Heritage Windmill™
and energy generation
e.g. purchasing or
leasing land/sites.

Smartgrid solutions combining Heritage Windmills™ with solar and energy storage
will be available across these three options.

Heritage Wind and Brexit
It is widely accepted that UK energy infrastructure needs significant and
sustained investment. An analysis for National Grid by Vivid Economics helps
clarify 34 conclusions about the post-Brexit energy and electricity market:
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Significant political and economic uncertainty is likely to delay large scale
investment & infrastructure delivery in the energy sector, including capacity
and new EU-UK interconnectors;
Reduced investment in new capacity and greater cost for ‘balancing’ are
likely i.e. matching supply to peak demand;
In the light of the above, medium term electricity prices are predicted to
rise.

For Heritage Wind™, the post-Brexit conclusions are:
As lower scale investments, Heritage Wind™ solutions that provide certainty
on energy supply and price security are likely to be more attractive to land/
property owners;
Heritage Windmills™ are well suited to developing localized smartgrid solutions that aid energy balancing;
If, as predicted, electricity prices rise, Heritage Wind™ installations will be
more viable, particularly those that provide direct supply to clients.

In addition to the above, expert analysis of the current UK government’s pro-nuclear and pro-fracking policies suggest a real risk of these failing to
deliver to either the planned timetable or the planned cost.
Combined with post-Brexit impacts on the electricity market, when
identification with British brands will be strengthened, the above suggests that
the market for Heritage Windmills™ will be strong, when short-term uncertainties have been replaced by a will to move forward in the new post-Brexit political & economic landscape.

Who are we?
Marc Carey : Sustainable Business and
Operations Director
An independent business director with over
25 years’ experience in the field of sustainable
business/project development. Member of
£100mn turnover LLP in clean tech market.
Strong technical and business
expertise with an impressive track record of
hands-on experience in building and project
management, strategic planning, and
business unit development strategies. Worked
with local authority partners to design
sustainable education programs – including
BTEC.
Stephen Charter (MA, BA Hons):
Managing Director
Steve’s strengths and experience are in proposing
and establishing innovative and pioneering
sustainability projects working in partnership
with private, public, education and social
enterprise sectors. Steve has over 25 years’
experience working within the sustainability
domain, particularly in the fields of
sustainable buildings, project development,
land use, planning, strategy and policy areas.
Steve also has 6 years of experience as a
successful export executive, primarily selling
to north American markets, with responsibilities
covering sales, customer service, stock management
and foreign exchange management.

Partners
Aerotrope is an independent design and development company run by aerodynamics
expert Chris Hornzee-Jones. Chris trained as an Aeronautical Engineer with
British Aerospace, and has continuously worked in the renewable energy field
since 1990. Aerotrope’s specialist team have helped some of the largest
corporations in the world realise some important breakthroughs, delivering large
projects worldwide in the fields of wind turbines, low carbon vehicles, and
architectural engineering – including:
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Blade design consultancy and development for major wind turbine
manufacturers (included in the international top 10)
Principal design on Sailrocket 55 , the world speed record breaking sailboat.
Diverse and ongoing engineering for internationally acclaimed artist Anish Kapoor.
The Timber Frame Company (TFC Ltd) specialises in the design and production of
heavy structural timber frame buildings in Oak or Douglas fir. TFC Ltd have worked
on a wide variety of buildings from oak framed houses and oak framed extensions, to eco-cabins in the woods and a spire at Wells Cathedral. TFC Ltd have been
employed to design a Heritage Windmill™ prototype timber framed structure and
would be expected to lead on exploring options for a Mark 2 structure.
Murray Planning Associates (MPA) are a town planning consultancy based in
West Sussex offering a personalised service to individuals, companies and public
organisations. MPA have a strong track record in dealing with a diverse range of
renewable energy projects that has developed a clear understanding of the unique
issues connected to such developments, and will work with Heritage Wind™ Ltd to
provide a full range of planning services to enable developments to be achieved.
Brooks Development Practice is a low energy building, ecology and environmental
consultancy with clients including property developers, architectural practices,
planning consultancies, local authorities, and renewable energy developers. Their
breadth of knowledge and understanding has proved over the years to be a
valuable asset to many clients, particularly in low energy housing and renewable
energy developments. The BD Practice will provide a range of services for Heritage
Wind™ Ltd projects, including for design, costing and connection services for
renewable energy hubs, and developing regional client relationships.

Heritage Windmill TM prototype structure and rotors protected by
Registered Design in 2016, with rotor patent applications submitted 2017/18.

What investment is needed?
Seed Business Investment Options

..

Two types of early stage investment are needed, totalling £2mn, which could be in one
tranche or be phased, from a single investor or from several investors:
£400k Equity Investment in HeritageWind™ Ltd for business and project development activities.
£1.6mn Project Investment to develop and refine two initial Heritage Windmills™.
For a single investor covering both equity and project investment (£2mn), project investment could be managed a) through Heritage Wind™ Ltd so that the
company owns the prototype assets, or b) through a separate company or joint
venture. If Equity (£400k) and Project (£1.6mn) investment are secured
separately, the latter will be an asset-based business model.

.
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The initial Equity Investment would be used as follows:
£250,000 - completion of proof of concept tasks and early stage tasks towards developing
the initial HW Prototype, including staff costs and external technical subject matter experts;
£150,000 - working capital to support the following:

Equity Investment Options
A number of equity share options are available for 49% of the equity in Heritage Wind™ Ltd. Equity investment may be phased, with initial investment (25%
equity) being the primary focus of this prospectus. Eligibility for EIS tax relief is
in the process of being confirmed.
Two equity option examples are:
Option 1:

Year 1

£400k =25%

of company shares

25000 Preferred shares
e.g. Primary equity investor

Year 2

£380k =24%

of company shares

Note:
Phase 2 investment
will reflect a higher
value per share

24000 Ordinary shares
e.g. crowd-funded

Option 2:
Business Development
Staffing Costs

Securing IPR

Market Research
& Sales to secure
project pipeline

£80k =5%

of company shares
Planning negotiations
and application, for HW
R&D site including initial
prototype.

Securing project
investment and grants

Engagement of
internal wind energy
& structure technicians

R&D and innovation grants (e.g. Innovate UK – various competitions)
Capital and business development grants and finance (e.g. LEP grants; 0% finance programmes)

Cleantech investors, asset-based models and crowd-funding

.
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Seed Investor

£320k =20%

£380k =24%

of company shares

of company shares

Primary Investor

2nd Stage investor

Initial investment A: £80k = 5% of company shares (5000 Preferred shares)
e.g. Seed equity investor
Initial investment B: £320k = 20% of company shares (20000 Preferred shares)
e.g. Primary equity investor
Secondary investment = 24% of company shares (24000 Ordinary shares) e.g.
crowd-funded

Ownership

Valuation of Market

The equity share / distribution within Heritage Wind™ Ltd will be represented by
an ordinary share split:

Work by Ernst and Young and the Global Wind Energy Council indicates a number
of important findings regarding the clean tech and wind energy markets:

Option 1

Investment
Shares
(Stock Option)
49%

Heritage Wind
Management
46%

Full investment as required (Made up of 25%
Preferred Shares and 24% Ordinary Shares).
Option 2 - Split share offers

25% 50/50 split preferred/ordinary shares
24% 50/50 split preferred/ordinary shares
Option 3

5%
Non exec Director

There will also be consideration for community
funded options through crowd funding or
similar community funded options.

By year 5 we will review Heritage Wind™ Ltd investment and finance needs for
business development and project development i.e. if a further phase of equity
investment is required for HW™ Ltd growth.
An early stage investor is likely to see the highest percentage returns; a later
stage investor (e.g. at year 5+) will see solid longer term returns, based on an
established and proven business, with a solid sales pipeline.
Our preference is to work with an early stage investor who will retain their equity stake into the long term, seeing Heritage Wind™ Ltd grow and mature as a
strong business and recognised brand.
These investments will build on existing seed investment for a 5% equity stake
in the company.

.
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The global renewable sector, both in terms of transactions and investment,
has witnessed significant growth driven, among other things, by the global
imperative for a low-carbon agenda – reinforced by Paris COP 21.
In 2015 the wind energy sector grew 9% by investment value to a record
$107bn, and grew 22% by annual installed capacity.
Renewable investments have a significant role to play in the capital agenda
of many corporates, whether in the raising of new capital or in preserving,
investing or optimising their existing capital.
Wind and solar currently represent highly active renewable segments from a
technology perspective.
Renewable specialists typically exhibit higher market multiples (e.g., PE and
EBITDA multiples) compared with more traditional energy companies, partly
driven by the market’s belief in the continued growth potential of the sector.
Income, market and cost-based valuation approaches can all be drawn upon
depending on the context and purpose of the valuation and also the
availability of forecasts.
The wide range of technologies and countries in which Cleantech projects
are undertaken means that undertaking a valuation is a complex process, in
which a number of approaches need to be considered, with specialist
knowledge and skills often being required.

There are a number of implications for the valuation process within the Cleantech
sector going forward, as follows:
Cleantech is a growth sector for investment requiring substantial amounts of
capital. Future investment in the Cleantech sector will be huge, but heavily
scrutinized. The ability to robustly value portfolios of assets and Cleantech
companies has never been more important.

Return Potential £
Valuation of the Business
‘The HW Business growth forecast indicates that turnover is projected to
reach £6.75million by year 5, with gross profit forecast at £1.14million, based
solely on UK market projections, without factoring export sales.
This forecast assumes that Prototype investment has been secured either
alongside equity investment or elsewhere and that therefore the HW™ business
is progressing as planned with its business revenues, growing following the
successful development of the Heritage Windmill™ prototype.
A number of recognized valuation methods have been used to create a) a
start-up valuation pre-investment and b) a valuation post-prototype
development (i.e. market ready business) – those shown below represent
conservative figures within the range of valuations generated.

‘Valuation of the Business’
Pre Investment Valuation
This valuation is generated from
predicted turnover and retained profit,
NPV and market comparison valuation
models.

£1.6mn

16 m Rotor Diameter

Incremental
R&D
gains

Heritage
Windmill
Version 1

7.5 m/s Mean Wind Speed
4 m/s Cut-in Speed
20 m/s Cut-out Speed
30.00% Turbine Efficiency
2 Weibull Shape Parameter
151,000 KWH Produce Per Year

Ten Year Total

£235,292.21

16 m Rotor Diameter

Rotor
efficiency
increased

Heritage
Windmill

Version 1A

7.5 m/s Mean Wind Speed
4 m/s Cut-in Speed
20 m/s Cut-out Speed
33.00% Turbine Efficiency
2 Weibull Shape Parameter
159,000 KWH Produce Per Year

£247,722.00

Ten Year Total

24 m Rotor Diameter

Post Prototype Valuation

£3 – 7mn

These figures are
generated from a range of factors
including modelled projections of
annual sales at £6.75mn by year 5 and
17% gross profit margin. Given the
potential for growth and ability to
retain at least one asset (‘Prototype
1’) then we expect a valuation at
the higher end of the range proven
accurate.

Rotor
size
increased

Heritage
Windmill

Version 1B

7.5 m/s Mean Wind Speed
4 m/s Cut-in Speed
20 m/s Cut-out Speed
33.00% Turbine Efficiency
2 Weibull Shape Parameter
358,000 KWH Produce Per Year

Ten Year Total

£557,764.00

24 m Rotor Diameter

Rotor
efficiency
increased

Heritage
Windmill

Version 1C

7.5 m/s Mean Wind Speed
4 m/s Cut-in Speed
20 m/s Cut-out Speed
35.00% Turbine Efficiency
2 Weibull Shape Parameter
370,000 KWH Produce Per Year

Ten Year Total

£559,504.00

Forcast for growth - 5 year plan
A full range of financial forecast tables are available in the Heritage Wind™ Ltd business plan.
Revenue & Profit
2017

2018

2018

2019

2020

2021

Unit Sales

Unit Sales

Unit Sales

Unit Sales

Unit Sales

Project management

1

5

10

15

20

Mark up on sale of HW

1

5

10

15

20

Maintenance contract

1

5

15

30

50

151000

370000

370000

370000

5

10

15

20

£60,303

£1,669,725

£3,369,585

£5,053,660

£6,756,990

68%

17%

18%

17%

17%

Gross Profit

£40,802

£287,403

£589,921

Net Profit Forecast

-£34,484

£76,162

£353,953

-57%

26.5%

Year

2017

Energy Generation (kWh)’
HW Windmill sale

0

Annual Sales
Gross Profit Margin

Net PBIT Margin

Cashflow

Opening Cash Balance
Closing Cash Balance

£280,000
£200,466

2019

2020

£861,636

60.0%

£200,466
£261,395

£261,395
£544,557

2021

£1,137,587

£625,548

£901,538

72.6%

79.3%

£544,557
£1,044,995

£1,004,995
£1,766,225

Performance of market ready
Heritage Windmill™

24 m Rotor Diameter

Heritage
Windmill

Version 1C

7.5 m/s Mean Wind Speed
4 m/s Cut-in Speed
20 m/s Cut-out Speed
35.00% Turbine Efficiency
2 Weibull Shape Parameter
370,000 KWH Produce Per Year

Year

1

2

£

53,650.00

51,910.00

Pence per Kwh

0.145

0.145

10 year total £559,504.00

£559,504.00

Ten Year Total

Example of HW™ model – 10-year income

3
53,700.00
0.150

£15,232 4

£70,791 5

£125,110 6

53,700.00

55,848.00

55,848.00

0.150

0.156

0.156

7
£180,308
57,638.00
0.161

8

9

10

57,638.00

59,786.00

59,786.00

0.161

0.167

0.167

For more information or queries regarding this document, please contact
Marc Carey
+44 (0) 7798620173
marc@heritagewind.co.uk

Steve Charter
+44 (0) 7990778581
steve@heritagewind.co.uk

Heritage Wind Ltd, 2nd floor, 87 Blenheim Rd, Deal, Kent, CT14 7DE
www.heritagewind.co.uk

Note: Heritage Wind™ Ltd website is a holding site until IPR is secured.
Heritage Wind™ Ltd is a limited company registered in England and Wales.
Company Registration number 07922620
Registered Offices: 30 Claremont Road, Deal, Kent, CT14 9TX

